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Part 1 Preface

I n government agencies’ open tender, it entails posting relevant

“Procurement information” and “Game rules” that would poise

to lure and draw unspecified vendors that meet bidding criteria to so-

licit contract with a government agency, whereby the government

agency would then extend to the vendor with a promissory in accor-

dance with the “Game rules”, whereof a procurement contract would

then be sustained.

Yet it remains true that the reason why an agency seeks to stage a

tender lies in certain requirements that arise to call for a procurement

action.  Yet not knowing what to get, or how the goods are to be use
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would prevent the agency from coming up with the procurement infor-

mation as to what to buy, nor would it be able to determine a set of

game rules in terms of how to go about doing the procurement, in terms

of devising a set of package rules and how to go about staging the render,

bidding, bid opening, bid review, bid award, contract fulfillment, ac-

ceptance inspection and so forth. Put it simple, when setting out to ten-

der a procurement, there is a necessity for government agencies to first

grasp what are the game rules in written tender documents governing

how the goods and services are to be procured, and it is to be used, that

would facilitate the vendors to receive and discern the requirements,

and how what to sell and how to sell it.

Hence it is important for government agencies to realize to what

clients the tender documents are served to, and that they are essentially

vendors. A set of comprehensive tender documents providing the ven-

dor with a precise grasp of the agency’s procurement information and

game rules not only complies with the core demands set forth under

par 3, Article 29 of the Government Procurement Law requires of bid-

ding documents to be submitted by the bidders, but it also helps a gov-

ernment agency discern its own procurement needs, which remains a

correct rudimentary approach for an agency to produce relevant tender

documents.  A set of tender documents not only need to cover relevant

laws and regulations but also need to support customary market prac-

tice and rational commercial practices.  A set of incomplete, unclear,

irrational, inadequate written account could poise to become source for

disputes rather than clarifying them.

Part 2  The references of tender documents

I. Pertinent data provided by competent government authorities:

(I) The government procurement website at http://www.pcc.gov.tw/

government procurement laws and regulations / bylaws and

relevant stipulations/ tender related documents and forms:

To itemize specimens, such as tender guide, contracts, ten-

der price checklist, bidder affidavit and so forth.  £æThese

type of specimens may vary from agency to agency accord-

ing to their specific needs, and the contents are mostly likely

to be general provisions, where an agency needs to supple-

ment or delete certain contents according to how it fits the

contents of a procurement case in checking the options or

filling in the blanks but also adequate adjustments to con-

tents where required.

(II) The Website at http://www.geps.gov.tw/ history bidding

case operations:  All government procurement cases tendered

electronically in the previous three months can be down-

loaded free of charge, provided that only those possessing

the government procurement IC card and password (being

government tender processors in general) have the access to

such information. Bidders who are interested to partake the

bidding process are cordially invited to log on the Internet

website to browse relevant recent bidding information from

the most recent three months (whereby an individual may
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apply for a membership access PIN in individual name for

accessing the government procurement information website

at http://web.pcc.gov.tw/) before contacting relevant au-

thorized government personnel to facilitate downloading the

information.  Caution is to be taken on the accuracy and le-

gitimacy of the contents when browsing prior cases.

II. Data derived form open solicitation of vendors, and/or data

derived from vendors’ pricing inquiry:

Government agencies that heed to the extraordinary terms and

conditions as cited under par 1, Article 34 of the Government

Procurement Law, may openly solicit on the government pro-

curement information announcement system for vendors to pro-

vide information, or to secure information through vendor pric-

ing inquiry on the market as references in compiling tender

documents.

III. Prior procurement documents:

Data derived from previous procurement cases also provide ref-

erence value ; however, the state of changes in relevant laws

and regulations, market conditions, competitive types and tech-

nology progress should be considered.

Part 3  The composition of tender documents

I. Bidding-related documents:

(I) Tender guide  It encompasses definite procedures, such as

tenderrequirements , deadline of bidding , bidding entry

cutoff and venue, tender document format and content

guideline, bid opening time and venue, bid opening and bid

review procedures, bid award method and procedure; and

if a selection method is used for screening the bidder, it

would also needs to cover the selection time and venue, se-

lection process, selection categories, selection criteria and

selection implementation related contents.

(II) Tenders affidavit, tender authorization letter, tender price

checklist.

(III)Other related essential tender documents.

II. Contract-related documents:

(I) Contract draft: preliminary contract provisions

(II) Specification or guidelines, drawings.

(III)Other essential documents pertaining to criteria, legal and

regulatory guidelines pertaining to contract fulfillment.

Part 4  The practical implementation of compiling and producing
the tender documents

I. Rudimentary principle:

(I) Comprehension and concise  It needs to cover all procurement

information and game rules, and the contents need to be

concise and clear.  When the illustrated specimen demand-

ing that the results of contract fulfillment is to be completely

identical to the exist system format.  Then the contents of

http://
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the existing system format and compatibility demands

would need to be included in the tender document without

any omission or vague expression.

(II) Rationality and feasibility  It needs to specify requirements

that are rational and feasibly attainable.  When an illustrated

specimen stipulates that the contracted goods should be of

a certain make or an equivalent product.  In reality, the prod-

uct is of a patented goods and without any comparable sub-

stitute in the market, there would be no feasibility that this

could be executed.  Furthermore, when pricing inquiry made

on the proposed goods to be in short supply in the market,

and the previously defined budget limitation would require

the delivery to be made at a lengthy time, the contract ful-

fillment deadline or the procurement budget would need to

be fittingly adjusted for rationality.

(III) Adequacy and validity:  The contents of the guidelines need

to be adequate, valid.  The provisions are to be complemen-

tary to each other.  For instance, when the acceptance in-

spection provisions specify that the contracted goods needed

to be delivered to a location designated by the agency upon

undergoing satisfactory acceptance inspection, it would not

be adequate in this instance where demands are set for the

contractor to heed to the mandated measure but without

giving a clear-cut deadline.

II. Operating techniques:

(I) Choice of expression and vocabulary needs to be identical:

The choice of expression and phrases need to be presorted

and discerned to avoid confusion or mix-up and help to re-

duce unnecessary interpretation or clarification.  The usage

of words or professional terms needs to be consistent legal

or trade terms, and shall refrain from impregnating or creat-

ing usages.  For example, such as the usage of Party A, the

buyer, the agency, the owner used throughout a tender

document, or expression such as parts, accessories, parts and

accessories, parts and components which though different

essentially refer to the identical things.

(II) The format and type need to be consistent:  The font type

used throughout a document shall be kept identical, the font

size uniformed, the text and document layout in consistent

direction, and the heading, annexes clearly marked, com-

plete with page numbers.  Efforts are to be made to ensure

that all documents are readable, and understandable.  The

agency may instill designated specimens by procurement

type, such as designated specimen for consigned service

procurements that would help to standardize the contents

of procurement documents, conserve the time needed for

drafting and reviewing, as well as conserving the time, sim-

plify the reviewing process.  Furthermore, it is crucial to di-

vide contractual provisions into general provisions and fre-

quently modified provisions by placing frequently changed
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provisions in the specification section; such as those gov-

erning contracted goods and services, terms of payment,

contract fulfillment deadline, acceptance inspection and

other provisions that need to be enlisted on a case-by-case

basis.

(III)The paragraph layout needs to be aligned:  It is crucial not

 to repeat or confuse the guidelines on the hierarchy of imple-

ments pertaining to the various stages in tender solicitation,

contract fulfillment and/or acceptance inspection, and when

there is a necessity to mention the same implement in vari-

ous documents, references shall be made as to where an

implement has been quoted from, or have such references

denoted in the footnote section.  For instance, of catalogs

that the bidder needs to include at the time of bid entry for

review purposes, the bidding guide would need to be modi-

fied to stipulate a bidder’s documentation submission re-

quirements in order to avoid misleading the bidder to sub-

mit erroneously.  In addition, of bidding documents relat-

ing to contract fulfillment documents, such as sample

making, documents for ascertaining a bidder’s contract ful-

fillment capabilities or ascertaining the bidder’s future con-

tract fulfillment capabilities, i.e. research finding validation

reports, and those derived from the process of a procurement,

i.e. Customs importation proof of documentation that needs

to be presented at the time of acceptance inspection, due

efforts shall be made to verify their purposes and intended

objectives, without mixing them or confusing them.

(IV)The package specifications need to be valid:  By instilling

effective guidelines, together with introducing relevant pack-

aged provisions, it helps to avoid creating conflicting provi-

sions and creating invalid provisions; for example, how some

bidders tend to include non-tender documents along with

the mandated bidding documents.  The agency may restrict

the types of bidding documents, and specify that the agency

will not review documents that go beyond the scope of docu-

ments demanded by the agency, and that the agency will

not honor any document submitted by the bidder that went

beyond the scope of documentation it specifies even follow-

ing the bid award, which would serve to cut down the

bidder’s bid document error or omission, and weed out bid

documents containing non-tender documents, and help to

eliminate enlisting such information as the premises in fu-

ture bid review, bid award processes.

III. Review guidelines:

(I) The “who, what, when, where and how” principle   This pertains

to ascertaining whether the individual guideline within a

tender document has been comprehensive and clear.  If the

contents of the guideline should lack certain principle, this

indicates that the contents are incomprehensible or
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imprecise; for instance, if a contract fulfillment provision only

stipulates that the contractor is to complete the delivery of

the procured goods and service, it instantly presents how it

lacks tangible guidelines governing the time, place as to

when the goods and services are to be delivered.

(II)  The “why” principle    This pertains to recapping whether

 the individual guidelines or the overall contents of all guide-

lines have been rational and feasible, and are adequate and

effective.  Such review on the tender documents plays a vi-

tal role in ascertaining that all guidelines specified would

help to satisfy the procurement objectives, or attain or com-

ply with the initial procurement requirements.

(III)The rehearsal principle:  By following the sequence or

 timeline defined in the tender documents, all relevant phases

of a tender work, covering bid queuing, bid entry, bid

opening, bid review, bid award, contract entry, contract

fulfillment, acceptance inspection and so forth are to be

implemented in search of explore any error, omission, con-

flict or blind spot throughout the entire guideline.

Part 5   Conclusion

As the Western saying goes that “Devils are in the details”, it reit-

erates the importance and virtue of attending to details.  Not only is a

tender case made up by numerous details, but it is closely related to a

wide variety of legal and commercial activities, in which caution would

need to be taken to address a pre-drafted tender document that serves

to cover the entire process.  The ability to cover all grounds in identify-

ing any error, omission, defect in a set of tender documents by stating

the demands clearly and concisely can certainly help to reduce the bid-

ders’ misinterpretation or erroneous judgment, hence helping to curtail

frequently occurred disputes.

Nevertheless, a set of clear-cut, rational, feasible, concise, adequate

and effective tender documents remains the very beginning of a pro-

curement case, and only an effective execution of all guidelines can it

become significant, and that all potential issues or disputes throughout

the entire implementation process until the case is closed can be truth-

fully reflected in a tender document, a crucial process that is inductive

in creating a positive cycle, and a viable means to excel the sophistica-

tion and quality of tender document compilation.

(The author is a  officer of Department of Logistics , the Coast Guard

Administration)
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